
uba’s clock stopped in 1960 when the 
U.S. imposed a trade embargo. More 
than 50 years later, the American 

portrait of  the Caribbean island 90 miles 
south of  Florida is still painted with old 
cars and colorful but crumbling buildings. 
And without much opportunity to see the 
country over the decades, we’ve ignored 
some of  its most crucial cultural mainstays, 
such as its coffee. “In Cuba, coffee is not 
about the type of  extraction or the quality 
of  beans,” says Adam Goldberg. “It is a 
vehicle to bring friends together.” 
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Goldberg is a New York-based software engineer 
with an affinity for coffee, food, and photography. He 
founded A Life Worth Eating in 2007 to document 
his meals and adventures. “When I was traveling, I 
would get to know a city through its coffee shops. They 
became a guide for me,” he says. “Coffee shops attract 
young professionals with a good pulse on their city.” 
So last year, Goldberg co-founded Drift, a biannual 
magazine that explores a city—its culture and its 
people—through the lens of  coffee.
 Cue Havana. “I had always dreamed of  visiting 
Havana,” writes Goldberg in Drift. With American-
Cuban relations easing, he dedicated the month of  
September there for volume three of  Drift, uncovering 
a complicated history and discovering a passionate 
culture that has persevered and is willing to do whatever 
it takes to keep Cuban coffee culture and the island’s 
black gold alive.
 At the turn of  the 20th century, Havana had more 
than 150 cafes. This number slowly started to shrink 
as coffee took a backseat to the island’s production, 

and export, of  rum and cane sugar (white gold). 
Castro nationalized coffee production after the Cuban 
Revolution in 1959, and the island turned its efforts to 
farming food. “Production declined but consumption 
rose,” says Goldberg. “50 years ago, Cuba was 
producing 60,000 tons of  coffee a year.” Today, that 
number is closer to 6,000 tons.
 With less coffee available to bring to the market, 
the Cuban government introduced a rations system in 
1962: subsidizing four ounces of  coffee per person per 
month. Café con chícharo, or coffee with chickpeas, was 
also brought to market. “It’s a mix of  ground, toasted 
beans and toasted chickpeas,” Goldberg says, “made 
in an effort to get more coffee to more people.” Café 
con chícharo makes an earthy, rustic, and slightly bitter 
brew, so adding sugar to coffee is commonplace. This 
chickpea/coffee hybrid is sold throughout the city at 
bodegas, Cuban neighborhood ration stores. Coffee can 
still be purchased at regular markets, called mercados, 
but at a significant markup that most Cubans, who 
make an average of  $20 a month, can’t afford. Because 
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of  the limited quantity of  coffee, the drink is always 
consumed in small amounts from small cups known  
as tacitas.
 With coffee rationed out and many Cubans unable 
to afford the rich, thick pulls of  frothy espresso from 
cafecitos, Cubans have taken to making coffee at home. 
“You’d be challenged to find a home without a moka 
pot,” Goldberg says of  the most common way to 
homebrew coffee on the island. But this is not of  the 
simple brew-and-pour variety; Cubans have developed 
a way to mimic the heady crema of  a cafe-bought 
espresso. After the coffee brews, “a small amount is 
whipped with brown sugar until it looks like the crema 
on a shot pulled from espresso,” Goldberg says. The 
rest of  the coffee is then added to the tacita.
 The abundance of  homebrewed coffee gave rise to 
the ventanilla. For those not drinking coffee at home or 
stopping by a cafe before work, there is the option of  
drinking coffee outside the windows of  other people’s 
homes, where coffee is sold through windows opened 
up to the street. “The price for a coffee at window cafes 
is cheaper,” Goldberg says. “Coffee from ventanillas 
usually costs 1 Cuban peso, which is the equivalent of  
three American cents.” Cafes charge 1.5 pesos.
 “It’s remarkable how many people you see drinking 
coffee from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.,” he says. The island’s 
coffee culture as it’s known today took shape in the 
decades following the Cuban Revolution. And the drink 
became a source of  unity and pride throughout the 
island. “Despite the limited resources, everyone is able 
to make it work.” 
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Captured by Goldberg (left): Coffee 
purchased through a ventanilla is  
often the cheapest, most convenient 
option for Cubans who missed their 
morning Moka Pot. 

“In Cuba, 
coffee is not 

about the type 
of extraction 

or the quality 
of beans. It is 

a vehicle to 
bring friends 

together.”


